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Chapter 11:  ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

Introduction

11.1 This report contains the results of a Desk-Based Survey and Walkover 
Survey conducted by SUAT Ltd in June 2004 (SUAT site code SL01).  
British Energy Renewables Ltd commissioned the work.  This report has 
been prepared in order to assess the archaeological implications of a 
proposal to create a wind farm of up to 24 turbines, each with a maximum 
height of 100m, at Scoolary, Caithness. 

Scope of the Assessment

11.2 The proposed wind farm is on moorland, now partly afforested with conifer 
and other commercial forestry, SW of Gills.  The study area lies to the S of 
the A836 road between John o’ Groats and Thurso, within the parish of 
Canisbay, Caithness, Highland (See Figure 11.1: Archaeological Study 
Area).

Objectives

11.3 The archaeological assessment is designed to assess the 
presence/absence, date, character and quality of any archaeological 
remains surviving within the development area and to prescribe 
appropriate mitigation measures for the monuments noted.

Methods – Approach to the Assessment

11.4 SUAT Ltd abides by the Codes of Conduct and Approved Practice and 
Standards of the Institute of Field Archaeologists.

11.5 A Desk-Based Survey was made of the proposed development area, which 
was then followed up by a walkover survey.  This information was used as 
the basis for an assessment of the significance of archaeological features 
on the site and for the recommendations within the text.

Previous Work

11.6 Little previous archaeological work is known within the proposed 
development area.  A mound, possibly the site of a broch (Site 3), was 
excavated and a small bone ring, now in the National Museum of Scotland, 
was recovered.  This site may be the same as the ‘Pictish House’ that was 
entirely removed about 1869, when a piece of silver was found (OSNB 
1872; RCAHMS 1911, 16, no 39).  In 2000, following a desk-based 
assessment on the proposed locations for three anemometer masts 
(Pannett 2000), a watching brief was conducted on the erection of an
anemometer mast at Scoolary; nothing of archaeological interest was 
found but the peat was noted to be 0.40-0.60m deep (Hooper 2000).

Desk-based Assessment

11.7 A study was made of the National Monuments Record of Scotland (NMRS) 
held by the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland (RCAHMS).



11.8 The Ordnance Survey and the older maps of the area, held within the 
National Library of Scotland’s Map Library and the National Archives of 
Scotland, were examined.

11.9 The available vertical aerial photographs of the site, held by the RCAHMS, 
were examined.

11.10 The Highland Council Archaeology Unit’s Sites and Monuments record 
(SMR) was also checked for information not been contained in the NMRS.

11.11 Inverness Museum and Art Gallery was checked for any finds it may hold 
from the study area.

11.12 The National Archives of Scotland’s on-line catalogue was searched for 
references to the area.

Field Survey

11.13 A two-man team of SUAT archaeologists conducted the Walkover over one 
and a half days, 29 and 30 June 2004.  The weather was mainly dry, 
sunny and breezy, with only showers, intermittently heavy, on the first 
morning.  The ground conditions were generally dry and firm and only 
occasionally wet, with wet boggy ground confined to the south western 
corner of the site.  Investigations focused primarily on sites identified in the 
Desk-Based Assessment, particular attention being paid to the three 
antiquity sites at Toftranald (Site 1), Scoolary (Site 2) and Hollandmey (Site 
3).

11.14 Much of the survey area has been ploughed for forestry and large areas of 
it are under dense immature forestry.  The areas under forestry were not 
investigated as they would have already been heavily damaged and were 
effectively inaccessible.  Other areas consist of heather moss and rough 
grassland, which have been ploughed, but only small seedlings or saplings 
were just visible above the heather, which was generally knee-high, 
suggesting very recent afforestation or that the plantings had been 
unsuccessful.  Only at Scoolary and Hollandmey were fields under pasture, 
for sheep and cattle.  One field at Hollandmey was under crop and two 
sites in it were not investigated (Sites 22 and 30).  The three sites at 
Brabstermire (Sites 17, 39 and 40) lie outwith the revised development 
boundary and were not visited.  The stone at Hollandmey Moss (Site 39) 
lies on the edge of immature forestry and was not visited.

11.15 A secondary requirement of the walkover survey was a general 
assessment of the quality of the topsoil, with regard to the likely 
preservation of archaeological remains within each forest compartment.  
Specifically, those areas affected by destructive ploughing as a necessary 
preparation for tree planting were to be indicated. 

11.16 All archaeological features encountered were logged using monument 
record sheets, photographed and planned in sketch, and their map 
reference numbers located using a GPS system.



Evaluation Criteria

11.17 Sites are classified by SUAT as defined in National Planning Policy 
Guidelines No 5 Archaeology and Planning (Scottish Office, 1994).  The 
categories are National, Regional or Local Importance, or Other.

The Nature of the Effect

11.18 At worst, development may destroy archaeological sites completely, or, at
best, avoid them completely.  It is the aim of this assessment to define the 
significance of the archaeological sites, so that appropriate mitigation 
measures can be taken.

11.19 Archaeological features can be impacted directly by development, or 
indirectly by affecting issues such as setting.  Likewise, measures such as 
the re-direction of watercourses or drainage of waterlogged areas may 
indirectly affect sites by changing the preservation of the environment.

The Sensitivity of the Receptor

11.20 Sensitivity varies with each archaeological site.  However, in general, any 
ground disturbance greatly affects buried remains: hence current 
legislation and guidance tends towards preservation in situ.  However, of 
particular note for this study are the following monument types:

• Extensive sites, such as farmsteads or settlements, and rig and furrow, 
which may have their setting affected;

• Isolated features of human origin, eg sheepfolds, quarries, denoting 
past human use of the area.

The Magnitude of Effect

11.21 In general, the effect of the proposed development will have an Unknown 
effect on the archaeological resource of the area, as no details are known 
of turbine locations, access tracks, quarry pits or other infrastructure 
associated with the development.  However, it is hoped that the 
archaeological sites will sustain minimal disturbance, since it will be 
possible to reduce impact to the remains and setting of all the significant 
monuments through sympathetic design.

Baseline Conditions

11.22 Currently, the study area is under a mixture of commercial forestry and 
heather moss ploughed for forestry.  Only at Hollandmey and Scoolary are 
there fields used for pasture of livestock and only at Hollandmey is there a 
field under crop.  (The Hollandmey fields are part of Philips Mains Farm.)  
Over the last 30-50 years commercial forestry has come to dominate this 
area, and significant levels of damage from ground preparation (through 
ploughing) have been sustained.



Results of the Desk Based Survey

Cartographic History

11.23 Early regional maps by Blaeu (1654), Gordon (1642), Roy (1747-55) and 
Thomson (1822) were examined.  A road map (RHP 11612) and two plans 
on the division of Canisbay Commonty (RHP 22513 and RHP 43579) in 
the National Archives of Scotland were also examined.  Numbers in 
brackets are identifiers as part of this survey (see Figure 11.1).

11.24 Gordon and Blaeu, based on the earlier work of Timothy Pont in the late 
16th century, show two sites to the S of ‘May’ (Castle of Mey).  One of 
them, although it is not clear which, is named variously as ‘Hol ...’, ‘Holl ...’ 
or ‘Hole of May’, possibly now Hollandmey (Sites 4, 5, 6 or 11).  The other 
is unnamed.

11.25 Roy shows a settlement at ‘Saile’, possibly Scoolary (Sites 7, 8 or 9).  He 
also shows Loch Swinea, a now drained loch, which lay to the W of the 
study area.  Only the area around ‘Brebster’, to the E of the study area, is 
shown as cultivated with the rig and furrow system.

11.26 Thomson names two sites, ‘Schoolary’ (Sites 7, 8 or 9) and Hollandmey 
(Sites 4, 5 or 6).  He also shows the former loch on the western edge of the 
study area as Loch of Scister.

11.27 A plan of the new road from Huna Inn to Thurso in 1798 (RHP11612) 
shows no details to the S of the road.  The area on the south side of the 
road, within the study area, is variously described as ‘Flatt deep moss’ or 
‘Deep flatt moss’.

11.28 Two plans of the division of Canisbay Commonty in 1847 (RHP22513 and 
RHP43579) shows that the eastern part of the study area (E of 
Hollandmey) was included within Canisbay Commonty.  ‘Holland Mey’ (Site 
6) and Crackersfield (Site 10) are shown as adjoining properties, although 
no buildings sites are shown.  Nisiter (now Philips Mains?) is also named 
as an adjoining property.  ‘Schoolery’ formed an enclave within, but did not 
form part of, the Commonty.  Three buildings, two with adjoining 
enclosures (Site 7?) are shown on both plans, while the sketch plan 
(RHP22513) also shows two additional buildings in pencil (Site 8 or 9?).  
The Commonty was to be divided between the estates of the Earl of 
Caithness, Sinclair of Brabster for Brabster, Schoolery and Slickly, and 
Sinclair of Freswick for Freswick and Lochend.

11.29 The OS First Edition shows a settlement named Hollandmey (Site 11) (two 
buildings, one with an enclosure; and a small, water-filled pond within an 
Old Quarry).  The present Hollandmey (Site 6) is un-named and comprised 
three buildings ranged round the NW, NE and SE sides of a courtyard.  
Crackersfield (Site 10) comprised a single long building set between a long 
enclosure to the S and another to the N.  Hazelbrake (Site 12) comprised a 
single building within an enclosure, with a well outside the W side of the 
enclosure.  ‘Schoolery’ consisted of three separate settlements.  The 
western site (Site 7), comprised two buildings ranged round the NW and 
SW sides of a courtyard, with two smaller buildings to the east; on the W 
side of the SW range was an enclosure, beyond the W end of which was a 
well.  The central site (Site 8) comprised two buildings, the southern one 



having an enclosure attached; a well, a square enclosure and five small 
ponds are also shown.  The eastern site (Site 9) comprised three buildings 
ranged round the N, W and S sides of a courtyard, with a separate building 
to the S and a well to the NE.  Five circular ‘Sheepfolds’ are shown (Sites 
13-17), as well as a rectangular one with pens (Site 18).  Three antiquities 
are named: ‘Supposed Remains of Picts’ Houses’ at Toftranald (Site 1), 
where two mounds are shown, the ‘Site of Pict’s House’ at ‘Schoolery’ (Site 
2), and the ‘Site of Pict’s House’ at Hollandmey (Site 3).  An area along the 
north side of the Burn of Ormigill is labelled as Sheilton (Site 19) with a well 
(Site 20).  A square enclosure (Site 21) and a rectilinear enclosure (Site 5) 
are shown, as are two small enclosures, possibly unroofed buildings (Site 
4).  Two isolated wells are shown (Sites 22 and 23).  Two ‘Old Quarries’ 
are shown as ponds (Sites 24 and 25).  Three other water-filled features 
are also shown (Sites 26-28).  An un-named feature (Site 29) is shown at 
the W end of a drain or path and another (Site 30) shown near 
Hollandmey.

Most of the study area is depicted as largely ‘uncultivated ground’, except 
for various enclosed fields at Hollandmey and ‘Schoolery’, and a strip to 
the N of Crackersfield.  The western part of the study area, to the N of the 
Link Burn, formed Hollandmey Moss.

11.30 The OS Second Edition shows some changes.  At Hollandmey (Site 5) one 
building is unroofed, while the other has been largely unroofed apart from 
one end; the enclosure is no longer shown but an ‘Old Quarry’ is marked to 
the S of the settlement.  The present Hollandmey (Site 6) is unchanged 
apart from the appearance of a well to the N of the farm complex.  The 
building at Hazelbrake (Site 12) is unroofed.  At Scoolary one of the 
smaller buildings at the western settlement (Site 7) has been extended.  At 
the central settlement (Site 8) the southern building and its adjacent 
enclosure are not shown.  At the eastern settlement (Site 9) the enclosure 
is not shown and the separate building to the S is unroofed.  Two 
sheepfolds (Sites 13 and 14) are described as ‘Old Sheepfolds’.  The 
antiquity at Toftranald (Site 1) is now described as ‘Cairns’, while the other 
two at Scoolary (Site 2) and Hollandmey (Site 3) are not shown.  Neither 
isolated well (Sites 22 and 23) is shown, but the feature at Scoolary is 
described as a ‘Well’ (Site 29).  Four ‘Old Quarries’ are shown (Sites 24-26 
and 30).  Three small enclosures or ponds are shown to the N of the pond 
(Site 27).  An un-named feature is shown (Site 31).

11.31 By 1959-60 Crackersfield (Site 10) is unroofed.  At the western settlement 
at Scoolary (Site 7) the N range is unroofed, while at the eastern 
settlement (Site 9) only the E end of the N range is shown as roofed.  An 
‘Old Quarry’ is marked at Hazelbrake (Site 12), where the well and 
unroofed building are still shown.  Four sheepfolds are still shown but not 
named (Sites 13, 14, 17 and 18).  The antiquity at Toftranald (Site 1) is 
described as ‘Mounds’.

11.32 By 1975-6 all the buildings at the western settlement at Scoolary (Site 7) 
are unroofed, as are those at the eastern settlement (Site 9), where the S 
range is no longer shown.  The central settlement (Site 8) is not shown.  At 
Hazelbrake (Site 12) only the unroofed building is shown.  Two Sheepfolds 
are not shown (Sites 16 and 17), while a third (Site 18) is named as ‘Sheep 
Dip’.  The antiquity at Toftranald (Site 1) is described as ‘Old Shielings’ 
with one unroofed structure shown.  The antiquity at Hollandmey (Site 3) is 



described as ‘Site of Mound’.  A Stone (Site 32) is marked at the western 
edge of the study area.  The three small ponds/enclosures are no longer 
shown, although the large feature is still depicted (Site 27).  A well (Site 20) 
and two enclosures (Sites 5 and 21) are not shown and Sheilton (Site 19) 
is not named.

11.33 In 1991 only the SW part of the study area was planned.  The former 
quarries (Sites 25 and 28) are no longer shown.

Sites and Monuments

11.34 The following sites are noted in the NMRS within the proposed 
development area.  The initial numbers are identifiers assigned as part of 
this study, while the secondary numbers are the NMRS identifiers.

1 ND26NE 1 Toftranald, Shielings
2 ND26NE 3 Scoolary, Broch (possible)
3 ND27SE 3 Hollandmey, Mound
4 ND27SE 21 Hollandmey, Farmstead, (possible)
5 ND27SE 22 Hollandmey, Farmstead
6 ND27SE 47 Hollandmey, Farmsteading

11.35 There are no Scheduled Ancient Monuments noted in the study area, 
although some 50 are recorded in the surrounding area.  The proposed 
wind farm will affect their visual setting, and this needs to be taken into 
consideration as part of the Environmental Statement.  Historic Scotland 
requires a 15-kilometre radius to be studied for impact of wind farms.  A full 
list of Scheduled Ancient Monuments is contained in Table 1.

11.36 There are no Listed Buildings in the study area as identified by Historic 
Scotland.  However, there are 13 Listed Buildings in the parish of 
Canisbay, seven in the parish of Dunnet, and eight in the parish of Bower, 
upon which the proposed wind farm development will have a visual effect.  
A full list of Listed Buildings in a radius of 15 kilometres is contained in 
Table 1.

11.37 The Highland Council Archaeology Unit’s SMR contained the record of a 
desk-based assessment on the proposed erection of three anemometer 
masts at Brabstermire (Pannett 2000) and the subsequent archaeological 
watching brief on the erection of an anemometer mast at Scoolary (Hooper 
2000).  Otherwise, no additional sites are recorded within the study area to 
those already obtained from the NMRS.

11.38 The only known archaeological object from the area in the collections of 
Inverness Museum is a polished hammer stone axe from Canisbay in Wick 
Museum.

11.39 The scan of the NMRS shows that the proposed development area lies in 
an area rich in archaeological sites, dating from the prehistoric period 
through to the post-medieval period, suggesting that the area has had a 
rich habitation history.  These sites range from Neolithic cairns and isolated 
finds of Bronze Age metalwork, through Iron Age brochs, to the late 
medieval Castle of Mey and post-medieval farmsteads.



Aerial Photographs

11.40 A range of vertical aerial photographs (1946–1988) from the Air 
Photographs Collection held by the RCAHMS was checked.  The 
information recorded on these confirmed that recovered from other 
sources.  Various boundaries or drains and peat-cuttings (?) are evident 
crossing the moorland.  Traces of the rig-and-furrow system of agriculture 
are evident around Hollandmey (Sites 33-37), Scoolary (Site 38), 
Brabstermire (Sites 39 and 40) and Crackersfield (Site 41).  These areas 
were largely unaffected by the ploughing for tree planting evident in 1988.

11.41 In 1946 at the western settlement at Scoolary (Site 7) the northern and 
eastern buildings were unroofed, while at the eastern settlement (Site 9) 
only the N range and the SW corner of the W and S ranges were roofed.  
No buildings are visible at the central settlement (Site 8).  In 1946 four 
sheepfolds (Sites 13-15 and 17) are clearly visible, while a fifth (Site 16) is 
not.  The enclosures (Sites 5 and 21) are clearly visible, as are various old 
quarries (Sites 11, 24, 26, 27, 30 and 31).

11.42 In 1965 the sheepfolds (Sites 13-15 and 17) are still visible, as are the old 
quarries (Sites 26 and 31).  At the western settlement at Scoolary (Site 7) 
the northern range is unroofed, while at the eastern settlement (Site 9) only 
the E end of the N range is roofed.

Summary of Desk-based Survey

11.43 Although the study area is largely now under commercial forestry, remains 
still survived until recently of the former settlement pattern and land use.  
The area was predominantly uncultivated land, evidently used as pasture 
from the former shieling settlement at Toftranald (Site 1) and place-name 
of Sheilton (Site 19).  The number of circular sheepfolds (Sites 13-17) is 
also testimony to the former pastoral economy of the area.  The shielings 
can date back to the medieval period, if not earlier.  The sheepfolds are 
undatable, but could predate the introduction of large-scale sheep farming 
in the 18th and early 19th centuries.  The presence of rig and furrow (Sites 
33-41) indicates that there was permanent settlement within the study area 
before the agricultural changes in the late 18th and early 19th centuries.  
‘Holandmay’ is mentioned in 1573 (NAS, GD96/135), ‘Brabustermyir’ in 
1604 (NAS, GD96/316) and ‘Scularie’ in 1614 (NAS, GD96/376).  By the 
mid 19th century modern farmsteads had been built at Hollandmey (Site 6) 
and Scoolary (Sites 7 and 9).  Other isolated buildings with wells at 
Crackersfield (Site 10) and Hazelbrake (Site 12) may represent shepherd’s 
cottages/bothies.  The presence of former quarries (Sites 11, 24-28 and 
30-31) presumably indicates that in the moss there were outcrops of rock 
that were quarried for buildings or roads.

Two sites of possible brochs (Sites 2-3) lie within the study area.  No 
remains of either are visible, and there is consequently little information on 
them.  One was excavated/removed in the 19th century as a ‘Pictish 
House’ (Site 3).  The finding of a piece of silver and a bone ring in it 
indicate that it was an archaeological site, although of what is unclear.

The Stone (Site 32) is probably a boundary stone, as it lies on the parish 
boundary between Dunnet to the W and Canisbay to the E.  Such 



boundary stones can date from the medieval period, although this stone is 
not recorded on maps before 1976.

Results of Walkover Survey 

11.44 No evidence of medieval, or prehistoric activity, other than that already 
noted in the desk-based assessment, was noted during the walkover 
survey of the site.  However, forestry cultivation is likely to have obscured 
or destroyed a large proportion of any remains.  The heather also may 
have concealed any remains.  Nor is it possible to say whether anything of 
archaeological interest lies hidden in or under the peat, although the 
watching brief on the erection of the anemometer mast at Scoolary did 
record the presence of a possible earlier ground surface of dark brown 
clay, 0.02-0.03m thick (Hooper 2000, 5).  The peat has formed since the 
end of the last Ice Age, about 8,000 years ago, the same period that man 
is known to have settled in Scotland.  Three new sites were recorded in the 
walkover survey: a field boundary at Hollandmey (Site 42), evidence of rig 
and furrow in a stone wall at Hollandmey (Site 43) and a modern quarry at 
Crackersfield (Site 44).

11.45 At the shieling site at Toftranald (Site 1) five mounds and a square 
enclosure were visible rising above the surrounding heather.  The area to 
the N and S of the mounds has been ploughed for forestry and seedlings 
or saplings have been planted.  The area around the mounds and 
enclosures has not been ploughed; presumably they were deliberately 
avoided.  The reference letters for the mounds are those in the NMRS 
record.
• Mound A (GPS: 32810 96821) on the edge of a drained loch (Loch 

Swinea) is a grass-covered mound, measuring 11.4m N/S by 11m E/W 
and about 1m high; one stone slab on edge was visible protruding 
through the turf.

• Mound B (GPS: 32811 96820), adjacent to, and S of A, is a turf- and 
heather- covered mound, measuring 6.4m E/W by 5.6m N/S and about 
0.5m high.

• Mound C (GPS: 32938 96854) is a heather-covered mound, measuring 
11m E/W by 8m N/S; the height could not be measured because of the 
heather.

• Mound D (GPS: 32819 96821) is a heather-covered mound, measuring 
16m E/W by 7.5m N/S; within the heather was a square sunken  area 
of rough grass, 1m across - either a dried up waterpool or an 
investigation trench.  Probing revealed the presence of stones.

• Mound E (GPS: 32820 96823) is a grass-covered mound, measuring 
19m N/S by 15m E/W and about 1m high.  It is evidently surrounded by 
wet ground (dry at the time) containing flag iris.

• Mounds D and E are contained within a square heather-covered, turf-
banked enclosure.  The bank, about 2.3m across and about 0.5m high, 
is covered in heather.  Only three corners were clearly visible: SE 
(GPS: 32822 96821), SW (GPS: 32818 96819), NW (GPS: 32816 
96823).  The NE corner was not evident and may have been destroyed 
by mound E, which is adjacent.  The N wall of the enclosure terminated 
at GPS: 32819 96824, the E wall at GPS: 32821 96823.

• To the E of the enclosure the NMRS record describes the remains of a 
stone building, with a turf bank on its W side, which curves SW towards 
the drained loch.  Neither of these features was visible in the heather.



• The NMRS also records the presence of three grassy areas within the 
heather some 200-300m N of the enclosure.  The two small grassy 
patches were not located in this survey and the larger grassy area, 
described as about 8.5m diameter, slightly hollowed, with some stones 
protruding, was not certainly located.  A large grassy area, which has 
been ploughed for forestry and planted with seedlings, some 200m to 
the north of the enclosure (GPS: 32818 96842) was observed but it 
was much larger than the diameter of 8.5m and is probably not that 
recorded by the NMRS.

11.46 There are no clearly visible remains of the broch at Scoolary (Site 2).  The 
site is the brow of a slope in a field used for pasturing sheep and cattle, 
with a view to the N, W and E.  A possible curving bank on the W or SW 
may have been a wall of the broch.

11.47 There are no clearly visible remains of the broch at Hollandmey (Site 3).  
The site is a grassy mound, measuring about 50m N/S and 45m E/W, on 
the highest point of a field used for pasturing cattle.

11.48 The farmstead at Hollandmey (Site 6) is abandoned.  The buildings form 
three ranges round the N, E and S sides of a courtyard, which contains 
pens and abandoned feeders.  The N range comprised two single-storeyed 
buildings, that to the E being still roofed.  Both gables of this building have 
fireplaces, that on the E gable being a cast-iron kitchen range.  The 
building was entered from the S into a passage between two rooms.  The 
E and S ranges are still roofed.

11.49 The W farmstead at Scoolary (Site 7) now comprises a single-storeyed 
roofed building on a NW/SE axis, on the W side of a courtyard, which had 
buildings on its N and E sides.  It measured externally 12.25m N/S, by 
5.30m E/W.  The walls are 0.61m (2 feet) thick and composed of courses 
of Caithness slabs.  There are fireplaces in both gables, but the N gable is 
peeling away from the side walls.  The entrance, 1m wide, is set centrally 
in the W wall, between a window on each side.  There is a window on the 
S gable, to the E of the fireplace, and two windows in the E wall.  Panelling 
still remains in places on the interior of the building.  The interior was 
divided into at least two rooms, the partition being on the N side of the 
doorway.  The roof is of diamond-shaped tiles, and metal gutters remain 
attached to the wall head; the ridge is composed of tiles.  Around the base 
of the building is a grass-covered stone foundation plinth, 0.18m wide.  
Paving slabs, edged by a kerb, occur on the W and N sides of the building.  
Outside the E and S sides the ground is covered in stones but has been 
heavily churned up by grazing livestock.

All that survives of the N and E ranges of buildings are two areas of stone 
rubble.  The partial remains of the N wall of the N range suggest that it was 
about 5m wide and attached to the W range.

Extending the full length of the W range (ie, including the width of the now 
collapsed N range) is a raised terrace, extending 25.7m from the building, 
probably a garden, enclosed on the N and W by a ditch.  The N ditch is 
about 2.3m wide, the W ditch about 1.5m wide.  The N and S sides of the 
garden are delimited by the remains of a border of Caithness slabs set on 
edge.  Some slabs form a division within the garden about 20.7m from the 
building.



11.50 The E farmstead at Scoolary (Site 9) comprises the remains of two ranges 
on the N and W sides of a courtyard.  Both ranges are single storey with 
walls composed of Caithness slabs.

The W range comprised two buildings, the southern of which has almost 
entirely disappeared except for the gable with the building to the N and a
stub of wall on the W side, part of whose end is clearly splayed inwards, 
suggesting the side of a window.  The gable contained a fireplace, whose 
lintel comprised a single large slab placed on edge.  To the W of the 
fireplace is an alcove, probably a walk-in cupboard, 0.98m wide and 0.39m 
deep.

From the E elevation the N building, 7.15m N/S by 5.30m E/W, appears to 
have been built onto the gable of the S building in a butt joint; the gable is 
0.85m thick.  However the W elevation shows no butt joint, but a 
continuous build between the two buildings.  The N building had fireplaces 
in each gable, that on the N gable being a large stone slab similar to that in 
the S building.  To the E of the fireplace is a window.  The E wall stands to 
eaves height, as does the W wall, of which only the southern part survives 
for an length of 4.90m.  The masonry at the N end of the surviving W wall 
suggests that it was one side of an entrance to the building.  A single slab 
of Caithness stone at the NE corner is all that remains of the roof.  The 
interior is paved with stone slabs.

The N range comprises the east end of a building, roofed in Caithness 
slabs.  The N wall is 5.30m long.  The S wall is 8.20m long, in two sections 
separated by an entrance 1.05m wide, the east section is 4.90m long, the 
west section 2.25m long.  There is a window in the E gable.  This building 
is roofed in Caithness slabs.  A window on the N wall has a wooden lintel 
(recently?) inserted in it.  At the SE corner of the building is a corner stone 
incised with the initials ‘DM’ on the S face and the date ‘1867’ on the E 
face.

11.51 Hazelbrake (Site 12) is a single-storeyed building built of Caithness slabs, 
bonded with an orange sandy material, possibly decayed clay.  It is 
situated on the southern edge of an area of immature forestry.  Internally 
the dimensions are about 8m E/W by 3.7m N/S, with walls up to 1.5m high 
and 0.86m thick.  The entrance is to the S with windows, splayed internally, 
on either side; the E window is 0.66m wide externally, and 1.10m wide 
internally.  There is a chimney in the W gable and possibly another in the E 
gable, but this is not certain because of the undergrowth.  Outside the E 
end of the building is a stone-walled attachment, 1.75m E/W and about 
2.5m N/S.

There is no sign of the enclosure around the building on the OS First 
Edition, although there is a possible terrace to the S, overlooking 
Hollandmey Moss.  A modern post and wire fence is immediately adjacent 
to the W gable of the building.  On the W side of the fence, and therefore 
outside the study area, are an old quarry to the NW of the building, and a 
line of stone slabs on edge to the W, a boundary possibly of the enclosure 
around the building.  No evidence of a well recorded on earlier OS maps 
was seen.



11.52 No visible remains of the other former settlements within the study area 
were noted.  At Hollandmey there was no trace of the possible farmsteads 
(Sites 4-5).  A level area, possibly a building platform, is evident at Site 4, 
which lies within a field used for pasture of sheep; three stones were 
visible in the turf.  Nothing of the former enclosure at Site 5 was found, but 
the area is under rough grass.  No trace of the former buildings at Site 11 
was seen, although the site of the former quarry was evident as a churned 
up area of peat and stones, probably the infill of the quarry.  There was no 
trace of the former building at Crackersfield (Site 10), at whose site were 
two areas of nettles.  Likewise, there was no sign of the former buildings of 
the middle settlement at Scoolary (Site 8); only a wet depression, 
containing reeds and a possible dump of stones, seems to represent one 
of the small ponds or quarry pits at this site.  There was no visible evidence 
of possible shielings at Sheilton (Site 19), the site being covered in growing 
heather.

11.53 Of the sheepfolds (Sites 13-17), only two were visible.  Site 13 survives as 
a circular, turf- and moss-covered dry-stone wall, 0.7-0.8m wide and about 
0.4-0.5m high.  The internal diameter is 13.55m, and the external diameter 
15.45m.  The entrance seems to have been on the E side, where there is a 
gap in the wall about 5m wide; presumably the entrance has been 
widened.  The sheepfold is surrounded by rough grassland.  

Site 15 is similar in construction, with an external diameter of 13.05m and 
internal diameter of 11.55; the walls are 0.60m wide and 0.49m high.  The 
entrance, on the SE side, is 0.93m wide and blocked with slabs of stone.  
The sheepfold lies in mixed rough grassland and heather on the S side of 
a forest track at GPS: 32945 96964.

No trace was found of the circular sheepfold at Site 14 or the enclosure at 
Site 21, which both lie in an area of rough pasture, which has been 
ploughed for forestry and planted with seedlings or saplings.

The site of the sheepfold at the Link Burn (Site 16) was not visited as it lies 
within a forest of immature trees.  Nor was the site of the sheepfold at 
Brabstermire (Site 17) visited as it lies outside the revised boundary of the 
proposed development.

The sheep dip at Hollandmey (Site 18) survives as three blocked openings 
in a boundary wall at GPS: 32938 97092.  The northern and middle 
openings have their lintels intact, 1.30m and 1.31m respectively in length.  
The northern opening is 0.66m wide and 0.77m high; the middle opening is 
0.98m wide and 0.66m high.  The southern opening, whose lintel has 
fallen, is 0.84m wide and 0.62m high.  There is no trace of the former 
enclosure and pens attached to the boundary wall.

11.54 Of the quarries (Sites 24-28 and 30-31) two were visible as large water-
filled depressions (Sites 26-27) enclosed within forestry, while the third 
(Site 25) is a water-filled depression in a field of pasture.  No stone faces of 
the quarries were seen.  No trace of two quarries (Sites 28 and 31) was 
seen; they have presumably been filled in, like the quarries at Scoolary 
(Site 8) and Hollandmey (Site 11).  Site 24 was not seen but a recent 
quarry was seen beside the forestry track at Crackersfield (Site 44); it was 
probably used to provide material for the track.  The quarry at Site 30 was 
not visited as it lay in a field under crop.



11.55 No evidence of any wells was seen, even at the habitation sites of 
Hollandmey, Hazelbrake or Scoolary.  An open circular pool of water 
(GPS:32794 97028) may have been the well at Sheilton (Site 20), but, as 
there was no trace of any superstructure around it, it may have just been 
standing water as was noted elsewhere in Hollandmey Moss.

11.56 No visible remains of the areas of rig and furrow (Sites 33-41) were seen, 
except at Crackersfield (Site 41), where undulations in the forestry track 
(GPS: 32965 96973) may represent where the track has been constructed 
over the former rig and furrow.  The areas of rig and furrow were all under 
rough grassland thick in undergrowth (Sites 36-37) or in areas that had 
been ploughed for forestry and planted with seedlings or saplings (Sites 
33-35 and 41).  The rig and furrow at Brabstermire (Sites 39-40) was not 
visited as it lay outside the revised development boundary.  New evidence 
of former rig and furrow was evident at Hollandmey (Site 43) in the slab-
built boundary wall between fields of pasture for cattle to the W and sheep 
to the E; there were parts of the wall where the courses of slabs formed an 
undulating pattern, as if the wall had been built over redundant rig and 
furrow, of which no other trace was visible in the pasture fields (GPS: 
32943 97087 and 32936 97095).

11.57 The remains of a former field boundary (Site 42) survived as intermittent 
slabs of Caithness stone, set upright on a NW/SE alignment at Hollandmey 
(GPS: 32919 97087-32944 97062).  The slabs were up to 0.89m high and 
0.045m thick.  Some slabs had fallen over, while others were sloping.  
There was a junction near the centre of the field (GPS: 32931 97074), 
where another line of intermittent slabs turned towards the SW.  This was 
the only evidence of a former field boundary seen in the walkover.

11.58 Summary Table of Archaeological Sites and Monuments in the survey area

No Name NMRS No Easting Northing Type of Monument
1 Toftranald ND26NE 1 328150 968210 Old Shielings

2 Scoolary ND26NE 3 329820 968470 Broch (Possible)

3 Hollandmey ND27SE 3 329290 970830 Broch, Mound

4 Hollandmey ND27SE 21 329500 970900 Farmstead

5 Hollandmey ND27SE 22 328900 970800 Farmstead

6 Hollandmey ND27SE 47 329350 970490 Farmstead

7 Scoolary 329850 968420 Farmstead

8 Scoolary 330000 968430 Buildings

9 Scoolary 330170 968590 Farmstead

10 Crackersfield 329680 969920 Building

11 Hollandmey 329340 970740 Building, Old Quarry

12 Hazelbrake 328010 970580 Building

13 Hollandmey 329260 971570 Sheepfold

14 Hollandmey 328640 971120 Sheepfold

15 Crackersfield 329440 969660 Sheepfold

16 Link Burn 328500 968800 Site of Sheepfold



17 Brabstermire 331000 969400 Site of Sheepfold

18 Hollandmey 329400 970920 Sheep Dip

19 Sheilton 328000 970100 Old Shielings?

20 Sheilton 328000 970100 Site of Well

21 Hollandmey 328700 971000 Site of Enclosure

22 Hollandmey 329100 971000 Site of Well

23 Crackersfield 329600 969700 Site of Well

24 Hollandmey 329570 970700 Old Quarry

25 Scoolary 330400 967700 Site of Old Quarry

26 Hollandmey 329050 971800 Old Quarry

27 Hollandmey 329790 970870 Old Quarry

28 Scoolary 330900 968300 Site of Old Quarry

29 Scoolary 329600 968600 Site of Well

30 Hollandmey 329180 970950 Old Quarry

31 Hollandmey 329450 970600 Site of Old Quarry?

32 Hollandmey Moss 327940 971240 Stone

33 Hollandmey 329200 971400 Rig and furrow

34 Hollandmey 329100 971200 Rig and furrow

35 Hollandmey 328900 971000 Rig and furrow

36 Hollandmey 328900-

329200

970700-

970300

Rig and furrow

37 Hollandmey (centre) 
329450

970550 Rig and furrow

38 Scoolary 329080-

330300

968600-

968800

Rig and furrow

39 Brabstermire 331000 969500 Rig and furrow

40 Brabstermire 331100 969400 Rig and furrow

41 Crackersfield (centre) 
329600

969650 Rig and furrow

42 Hollandmey 329190-

329440

97087

97062

Field boundary

43 Hollandmey 329430

329360

970870

970950

Field boundary/

Rig and furrow

44 Crackersfield 329710 970340 Old Quarry

Sensitivity of the Cultural Heritage Resource

Sites of National and Regional Importance

11.59 No Scheduled Ancient Monument is noted in the study area, although 
several are noted in the surrounding area (see Table 1).



11.60 Scheduled Ancient Monuments are of national importance, and protected 
by law.  Legal protection of a Scheduled Monument includes its setting, 
and Scheduled Monument Consent will be required for any works affecting 
its setting.

It should be noted that the proposed wind farm will be operational for a 
period of 20-25 years, following which the site will be restored and 
therefore any effect on the setting of the SAM will be for a limited duration.

11.61 There are no Listed Buildings within the development area, although there 
are several within the surrounding area.  Castle of Mey, to the N of the 
development area, is a Category A Listed Building.

Sites of Local and Lesser Importance

11.62 The following sites are noted in the NMRS in the development area.  The 
initial numbers are identifiers assigned as part of this study, while the 
secondary numbers are the NMRS identifiers.  Please see Illustration 1 for 
locations of the sites.

1 Toftranald ND26NE 1 Old Shielings Regional

2 Scoolary ND26NE 3 Broch (Possible) Regional

3 Hollandmey ND27SE 3 Broch, Mound Regional

4 Hollandmey ND27SE 21 Farmstead Local

5 Hollandmey ND27SE 22 Farmstead Local

6 Hollandmey ND27SE 47 Farmstead Local

11.63 Sites identified during the course of this study that lie within the proposed 
development area are classified by SUAT as follows (the initial numbers 
relate to numbers assigned as identifiers as part of this study):

7 Scoolary Farmstead Local

8 Scoolary Buildings Local

9 Scoolary Farmstead Local

10 Crackersfield Building Local

11 Hollandmey Building, Old Quarry Local

12 Hazelbrake Building Local

13 Hollandmey Sheepfold Other

14 Hollandmey Sheepfold Other

15 Crackersfield Sheepfold Other

16 Link Burn Site of Sheepfold Other

17 Brabstermire Site of Sheepfold Other

18 Hollandmey Sheep Dip Other

19 Sheilton Old Shielings? Local

20 Sheilton Site of Well Other

21 Hollandmey Site of Enclosure Other



22 Hollandmey Site of Well Other

23 Crackersfield Site of Well Other

24 Hollandmey Old Quarry Other

25 Scoolary Site of Old Quarry Other

26 Hollandmey Old Quarry Other

27 Hollandmey Old Quarry Other

28 Scoolary Site of Old Quarry Other

29 Scoolary Site of Well Other

30 Hollandmey Old Quarry Other

31 Hollandmey Site of Old Quarry? Other

32 Hollandmey Moss Stone Other

33 Hollandmey Rig and furrow Local

34 Hollandmey Rig and furrow Local

35 Hollandmey Rig and furrow Local

36 Hollandmey Rig and furrow Local

37 Hollandmey Rig and furrow Local

38 Scoolary Rig and furrow Local

39 Brabstermire Rig and furrow Local

40 Brabstermire Rig and furrow Local

41 Crackersfield Rig and furrow Local

42 Hollandmey Field boundary Local

43 Hollandmey Field boundary &

Rig and furrow

Local

44 Crackersfield Old Quarry None

11.64 It is the opinion of SUAT that most of the sites classified as ‘Other’ are of 
limited archaeological significance.  The non-antiquity sites classed as 
‘Local’ are former or current settlements related to the agricultural 
improvements in the late 18th and early 19th centuries (Sites 6-12), or 
remains of possible shielings (Site 19), sheepfolds (Sites 13-17) or rig and 
furrow (Sites 33-41 and 43) from the era before the agricultural 
improvements.  There are also two possible sites of earlier farmsteads 
(Sites 4-5) of uncertain date.  The boundary stone (Site 32) may be a 
modern re-erection of an earlier boundary marker.

11.65 The three antiquity sites (Sites 1-3) are of more archaeological 
significance, and can be classed as of regional importance.  The Old 
Shielings at Toftranald represent the physical remains of a formerly 
widespread system of pastoral economy, when livestock was transferred in 
the spring and summer to distant pastures, or shielings, away from 
cultivated land.  The workers, who looked after the animals, dwelled in 
temporary buildings and processed the animal produce into wool, butter 
and other products.  The two sites of possible brochs may represent former 
Iron Age dwellings.  These fortified houses are a class of monument that 
occurs frequently in Caithness.  Although there are no upstanding remains, 
evidence for them could still survive beneath the ground, and any 
development should avoid their sites.



Mitigation

Mitigation Strategy

11.66 In line with current legislation, there should be a general predisposition for 
preservation in situ.  No information is currently available on the details of 
the proposed development.  The erection of up to 24 turbines and their 
associated infrastructure - tracks, quarry pits, site accommodation and 
depots - will have a considerable impact, long-term and short-term, on the 
archaeology of the study area, if sites can be preserved in situ.  It should 
be possible to locate turbines, quarry pits, accommodation huts and 
temporary depots away from specific archaeological sites, thereby 
minimising potential damage.

11.67 However, the new access tracks may be more problematic, particularly for 
the areas of rig and furrow, which, while not visible during the walkover 
because of vegetation growth, may still be apparent when the vegetation 
dies down.  The development plans appear to show an access track 
around the NW and SW sides of the fields at Hollandmey.  The former 
follows an existing track, which will presumably be upgraded for the wind 
farm plant and machinery.  The latter will be a completely new track, which 
will cross the sites of an enclosure or old farmstead (Site 5) and rig and 
furrow (Site 36).  The development plans also appear to show access 
along the NE side of the fields at Hollandmey, along an existing track 
through a field currently under pasture, past the site of an old farmstead 
(Site 4), onto an existing forestry track leading past Crackersfield.  The 
track through the pasture will presumably also need to be upgraded.  
Moreover, while not necessarily an archaeological consideration, the 
damage to the peat from the construction of tracks will be considerable.  
The new tracks made for the forestry at Crackersfield and the anemometer 
mast at Scoolary have been cut down through the peat to a depth of up to 
0.7m onto the underlying bedrock and surfaced with hardcore.  The quarry 
(Site 44) at Crackersfield appears to have been the source for the hardcore 
for the track there.  It may be presumed that any new tracks for the wind 
farm will be of a similar construction, with similarly adjacent quarries.  The 
age of the peat is unknown and the possibility of archaeological features 
lying beneath it must be kept in mind.  It may also be worthwhile for an 
environmental study to be made of the peat itself to establish its origin, 
date and the impact of man on the area.

11.68 It is not clear whether the conclusion of the desk-based assessment in 
2000 that no archaeological remains were visible at Toftranald (Site 1) 
refers to the shieling site itself or to the proposed location of an 
anemometer nearby.  The present walkover has confirmed that the 
mounds and enclosure are undamaged by forestry ploughing and planting, 
as are the sites of the stone building and turf bank that were not visible in 
the present walkover.  The proposed anemometer, which has not been 
erected, seems to have been intended further east than the shielings, 
within the area of immature forestry.  Care must be taken that the shieling 
site is not damaged during the development in the mistaken assumption 
that the remains have already been destroyed.

11.69 Furthermore, the difficulty of the public approach roads to the development 
area from the N and S must be considered.  Both roads are narrow with 



passing places, unlikely to be suitable for large vehicles with heavy loads.  
The roads may therefore need to be widened or new access roads/tracks 
constructed to allow heavy plant and machinery to be brought onto the 
development area.  All this could have archaeological implications along 
the access corridors to the development area over a much wider area than 
the study area reported on here and will need to be considered by the 
planning authority and its archaeological advisers.

11.70 It should, however, be noted that the introduction of wind turbines into a 
landscape is potentially completely reversible, if carried out 
sympathetically.  It is therefore recommended that minimal landscaping is 
used and that use of compatible materials, particularly for the ancillary 
infrastructure carried out wherever possible, to minimise the initial impact, 
and to ensure lower impact over the longer term.

Recommendations

Settlements

11.71 Settlement evidence within the proposed development area is scattered 
and ephemeral, and in areas of afforestation has been severely 
compromised by plough damage.  Every effort should be made to design 
around known settlement centres, with the aim of minimising disturbance 
to both remains and setting.

Recommendation

11.72 Maintain discussions with Highland Council Archaeological Unit and 
Historic Scotland to ensure disturbance is minimised and mitigated where 
appropriate.

Access tracks and associated infrastructure

11.73 The proposed development area contains remains of old boundaries and 
water courses from the agricultural improvements of the 18th and 19th 
centuries, as well as of rig and furrow and sheepfolds from the pre-
agricultural era.  The two proposed access routes to the development area 
from the north will both adversely affect archaeological remains.  One track 
will cross a former enclosure or farmstead (Site 5) and an area of rig and 
furrow (Site 36).  The other track may impact on another former farmstead 
(Site 4) (and, perhaps, more rig and furrow, if the rig and furrow under the 
boundary wall (Site 43) extends this far east).

Recommendation

11.74 There should be a predisposition towards avoidance of archaeological 
features wherever possible.  Once the access routes for plant and 
machinery to the proposed turbine locations have been finalised, those 
features in the vicinity of the new access routes will need to be adequately 
recorded before construction commences.



Implications of afforestation

11.75 Much of the site of the proposed wind farm is covered by recently planted 
commercial forestry.  Other areas have been ploughed and either very 
recently planted seedlings or saplings or have no visible planting.  Aerial 
photographs in 1988 show that it had been subject to recent ploughing or 
intense drainage.  Commercial forestry is known to be a significant threat 
to archaeological sites, given that thorough preparation of the ground prior 
to planting often takes place.  

It is likely that archaeological features under forestry will have been 
significantly damaged.  Furthermore, the introduction of plantations onto 
the landscape has had significant repercussions for the setting of known 
archaeological monuments.

11.76 It is assumed that specific mitigation measures based on the above 
recommendations will be formally agreed with Highland Council via the 
deemed planning process.

Setting

11.77 Although no archaeological sites of national significance are within the 
confines of the study area, many exist within the region surrounding it.  The 
construction of a wind farm in the vicinity of these monuments will have an 
effect on their setting.  The effect on setting is now a recognised planning 
factor related to Listed Buildings and Scheduled Ancient Monuments within 
the visual range of any development.

Recommendation

11.78 A Zone of Visual Influence map, cross-referenced to Listed Buildings and 
Scheduled Ancient Monuments within a 15km radius, should be drawn up 
to allow analysis of the effect to them.  In addition, a mock-up of the view 
from the most affected sites could be completed, to assess the actual 
effect on the setting of the monuments.

Conclusion

11.79 Apart from the two possible broch sites (Sites 2-3), the archaeological 
features encountered during the Walkover and Desk-Based Survey are 
unlikely to date from earlier than the medieval period.  Most of the 
settlements described (Sites 6-12), apart from the two shieling sites (Sites 
1 and 19) and the two former farmsteads (Sites 4-5), have been 
abandoned within the last century, some quite recently.  No evidence of 
medieval or prehistoric activity was noted during the walkover, as forestry 
cultivation is likely to have obscured or destroyed a large proportion of any 
remains.

11.80 Wherever possible, known archaeological sites should be avoided by the 
development.  Where this is not possible, then archaeological recording of 
sites threatened by the development should take place.
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Glossary

broch a late prehistoric structure (dating chiefly from the 1st century 
BC and 1st and 2nd centuries AD), found chiefly in Orkney, 
Shetland, Western Isles and adjacent Scottish mainland, 
consisting of a large round tower with hollow stone-built walls; 
popularly but erroneously supposed to have been built by the 
Picts.

rig and furrow system of joint landholding by which each tenant had several 
detached rigs (long strips of ploughed land separated by 
furrows) allocated by lot each year, so that each would have a 
share in turn of the more fertile land

shieling high or remote summer pasture, usually with a shepherd’s hut 
or huts; a roughly made hut, especially one for shepherds or 
dairymaids.



Table 1. Scheduled Ancient Monuments and Listed Buildings within a 15km radius of the proposed wind farm site

Easting Northing SMR_NO NMRS_NO NAME SITE_TYPE LEGAL_STAT PARISH

329290 970830 ND27SE0003 ND27SE0003 Broch, Hollandmey Broch; Mound; Descheduled; Canisbay;

335178 960974 ND36SE0026 ND36SE0026 Keiss Harbour, icehouse Icehouse; Listed A; Wick;

335097 960908 ND36SE0027 ND36SE00270 Keiss Harbour Harbour; Listed A; Wick;

335285 954672 ND35SE0016 ND35SE00160 Ackergill Tower Castle; Tower; Listed A; Wick;

329020 973900 ND27SE0001 ND27SE0001 Castle of Mey Castle; Defensive 
structures;

Listed A; Canisbay;

321984 971184 ND27SW0016 ND27SW0016; 
ND27SW0044

Dunnet Parish Church and 
Graveyard

Church; Listed A; Dunnet;

337800 967140 ND36NE0003 ND36NE0003 Freswick Castle House; Listed A; Canisbay;

335156 954742 ND35SE0288 ND35SE00164 Ackergill Tower, Stables Stables; Listed A; Wick;

335110 960890 ND36SE0053 ND36SE00271 Keiss Harbour, bollards Bollard; Listed A; Wick;

334360 972850 ND37SW0031 ND37SW00042 Canisbay Parish Church, 
Churchyard, Memorial

Memorial; Listed A; Canisbay;

334380 972851 ND37SW0030 ND37SW00041 Canisbay Parish Church, 
Churchyard

Graveyard; Listed A; Canisbay;

321979 971167 ND27SW0103 ND27SW0016 Dunnet Parish Church, 
graveyard

Graveyard; Listed A; Dunnet;

335100 960940 ND36SE0028 ND36SE0028 Keiss Harbour, warehouse Industry: warehouse; Listed A;Scheduled 
Monument;

Wick;

334340 972850 ND37SW0004 ND37SW00040 Canisbay Parish Church Church; Listed A;Scheduled 
Monument;

Canisbay;

335035 960945 ND36SE0016 ND36SE0016 Keiss Harbour, Braehead House; Listed B; Wick;

318580 966320 ND16NE0075 ND16NE0046 Olrig House House; Listed B; Olrig;



337183 973343 ND37SE0030 ND37SE0028 John O'Groats Mill, bridge Bridge; Listed B; Canisbay;

337692 967087 ND36NE0008 ND36NE0008 Freswick, dovecot Dovecot; Listed B; Canisbay;

320140 968100 ND26NW0031 ND26NW0022; 
ND26NW0035

Castletown Mill Mill (corn); Listed B; Olrig;

328450 962670 ND26SE0015 ND26SE00110 Barrock House House; Listed B; Bower;

333110 958692 ND35NW0018 ND35NW0018 Bridge of Wester Bridge; Listed B; Wick;

320273 976775 ND27NW0004 ND27NW0005 Dunnet Head Lighthouse & 
Keeper's House, Walls & 
Gatepiers

Flagstaff; House; 
Lighthouse;

Listed B; Dunnet;

323909 973554 ND27SW0044 ND27SW0031 Ham Mill Mill, water (vertical 
wheel); Mill (corn);

Listed B; Dunnet;

325682 971216 ND27SE0025 ND27SE0000 Dunnet Free Church, 
Gatepiers & Walls, Barrock

Church; Listed B; Dunnet;

334680 961221 ND36SW0031 ND36SW0000 Scaraben, Keiss Village Manse; Listed B; Wick;

334259 971872 ND37SW0023 ND37SW0000 West Canisbay House; Listed B; Canisbay;

334754 972436 ND37SW0022 ND37SW0022 Canisbay Old Manse, 
Steading, Garden Walls & 
Gatepiers

Farm steading; 
Gatepiers; Manse; 
Garden, walled;

Listed B; Canisbay;

321961 971120 ND27SW0057 ND27SW0000 Dunnet Parish Manse Manse; Listed B; Dunnet;

323841 962159 ND26SW0012 ND26SW0051 Bower Parish Church (Church 
of Scotland)

Church; Manse; Listed B; Bower;

328932 973665 ND27SE0023 ND27SE0000 Gate Lodge & Gatepiers, 
Castle of Mey

Gatepiers; Lodge; Listed B; Canisbay;

316577 968280 ND16NE0080 ND16NE0000 Biggins Steading, Murkle Farm steading; Listed B; Olrig;

325216 956154 ND25NE0013 ND25NE0030 Watten Mains House; Listed B; Watten;

326718 964758 ND26SE0018 ND26SE0000 Reaster House House; Listed B; Bower;

325131 973120 ND27SE0026 ND27SE0000 Rattar House House; Listed B; Dunnet;

318339 960901 ND16SE0027 ND16SE0000 Stemster House House; Listed B; Bower;



318921 966670 ND16NE0076 ND16NE0000 Gate Lodge & Gatepiers, 
Olrig House

Gatepiers; Lodge; Listed B; Olrig;

321059 971543 ND27SW0059 ND27SW0045 Westside, Dunnet Cottage; Listed B; Dunnet;

318151 966937 ND16NE0077 ND16NE0061 Mains of Olrig Farmhouse; Listed B; Olrig;

318433 965814 ND16NE0089 ND16NE0070 South Lodge, Olrig House Lodge; Listed B; Olrig;

337178 973327 ND37SE0053 ND37SE0044 John O'Groats, Threshing Mill Mill (threshing); Listed B; Canisbay;

335210 954590 ND35SE0286 ND35SE00162 Ackergill Tower, Dovecot Dovecot; Listed B; Wick;

335079 960970 ND36SE0052 Keiss Harbour, bothy Industry: cooperage; Listed B; Wick;

319581 967751 ND16NE0113 Castletown, The Old Reading 
Room

Building; Cottage; Listed B; Olrig;

335560 961740 ND36SE0031 ND36SE0030 Keiss Castle Lodge; Mansion; 
Garden, walled;

Listed B;Scheduled 
Monument;

Wick;

334840 961053 ND36SW0024 ND36SW0024 Keiss Church of Scotland 
Church

Church; Listed B;Scheduled 
Monument;

Wick;

331662 969345 ND36NW0007 ND36NW0003 Brabstermire House House; Listed B;Scheduled 
Monument;

Canisbay;

337198 973347 ND37SE0027 ND37SE0027 John O'Groats Mill Mill (corn); Listed B;Scheduled 
Monument;

Canisbay;

335870 976470 ND37NE0004 ND37NE0006 Dovecote & burial grond, 
Scarton Point, Stroma

Burial, mausoleum; 
Dovecot; Graveyard;

Listed B;Scheduled 
Monument;

Canisbay;

337776 967120 ND36NE0030 ND36NE0037 Freswick Bridge Bridge; Prison; Listed B;Scheduled 
Monument;

Canisbay;

319765 968563 ND16NE0041 ND16NE0041 Castlehill Harbour Harbour; Listed C(S); Olrig;

318312 961092 ND16SE0008 ND16SE0008 Stemster House, Memorial Church; Memorial; Listed C(S); Bower;

320025 968280 ND26NW0032 ND26NW0023 Castlehill, icehouse Icehouse; Listed C(S); Olrig;

329520 962730 ND26SE0014 ND26SE0014 Bridge of Lyth Bridge; Listed C(S); Wick;

318312 961092 ND16SE0009 ND16SE0009 Stemster House, Dovecot Dovecot; Listed C(S); Bower;



319259 967184 ND16NE0078 ND16NE0000 Borgie House, Castleton Manse; Listed C(S); Olrig;

337154 973372 ND37SE0046 ND37SE0000 Mill Cottage, John O'Groats 
Mills

Cottage; Listed C(S); Canisbay;

328681 963115 ND26SE0020 ND26SE0000 Gate Lodge, Barrock House Lodge; Listed C(S); Bower;

328247 962583 ND26SE0019 ND26SE0000 Steading, Barrock Mains Farm steading; Listed C(S); Bower;

337845 967058 ND36NE0043 ND36NE0000 Steading & Enclosing Walls, 
Freswick House

Farm steading; Listed C(S); Canisbay;

336082 962333 ND36SE0036 ND36SE0029 Keiss Baptist Church Church; Listed C(S); Wick;

336048 962330 ND36SE0035 ND36SE0000 Keiss Baptist Manse Manse; Listed C(S); Wick;

337737 967126 ND36NE0009 ND36NE0009 St. Modan's Chapel, Freswick Burial, mausoleum; 
Chapel; Graveyard;

Listed C(S);Scheduled 
Monument;

Canisbay;

319845 968491 ND16NE0043 ND16NE0043 Castlehill, boathouse Boathouse; Listed C(S);Scheduled 
Monument;

Olrig;

319290 966370 ND16NE0013 ND16NE0013 Trothanmas Hillock Cairn; Cist; Scheduled Monument; Olrig;

339400 968440 ND36NE0002 ND36NE0002 Broch, Skirza Head Broch; Souterrain?; Scheduled Monument; Canisbay;

318900 966280 ND16NE0014 ND16NE0014 Cairn, Olrig House Broch ?; Cairn; Scheduled Monument; Olrig;

316260 968810 ND16NE0002 ND16NE0002 Broch, Burnside Broch; Burial; 
Quernstone;

Scheduled Monument; Olrig;

316510 966220 ND16NE0003 ND16NE0003 Broch, Cairn of Sibmister Broch; Scheduled Monument; Olrig;

318680 967050 ND16NE0004 ND16NE0004 St. Trothans Church Church; Scheduled Monument; Olrig;

319520 968600 ND16NE0032 ND16NE00421 Windmill, Castlehill Mill (wind); Scheduled Monument; Olrig;

319910 965960 ND16NE0005 ND16NE0005 Ring Hillock Cairn; Scheduled Monument; Olrig;

319360 968760 ND16NE0011 ND16NE0011 Broch, Castlehill Armlet; Bone artefact; 
Broch; Brooch, tortoise; 
Burial; Jet artefact; Pin;

Scheduled Monument; Olrig;

319120 967100 ND16NE0012 ND16NE0012 Cairn w Burials, Olrig Glebe Broch ?; Burial; Cairn; 
Quernstone;

Scheduled Monument; Olrig;



337020 963140 ND36SE0004 ND36SE0004 Nybster Broch Broch; Fort, promontory; 
Pottery; Stone artefact;

Scheduled Monument; Wick;

334880 961510 ND36SW0001 ND36SW0001 Road Broch Bone artefact; Broch; 
Midden; Mould; Pin; 
Pottery; Stone artefact;

Scheduled Monument; Wick;

335690 961640 ND36SE0001 ND36SE0001 Old Keiss Castle Castle; Scheduled Monument; Wick;

332850 969930 ND36NW0001 ND36NW0001 Broch, Thomsonsfield Broch; Cup; 
Loomweight; Midden, 
shell; Quernstone;

Scheduled Monument; Canisbay;

338210 965830 ND36NE0007 ND36NE0007 Bucholly Castle Castle; Midden; Pottery; Scheduled Monument; Canisbay;

337600 967620 ND36NE0004 ND36NE0004 Freswick Links Burial; Cist; Flint 
Implements; Midden; 
Occupation Site; Pottery 
(Beaker); Settlement; 
Stone artefact;

Scheduled Monument; Canisbay;

332670 964750 ND36SW0006 ND36SW0006 Kirk Stones Chapel; Cultivation 
remains; Monastic site; 
Pottery; Settlement;

Scheduled Monument; Wick;

331050 975150 ND37NW0007 ND37NW0001 St John's Point Promontory 
Fort

Fort, promontory; Scheduled Monument; Canisbay;

331070 975080 ND37NW0008 ND37NW0002 Chapel, St. John's Point Graveyard; Chapel; 
Cross slab;

Scheduled Monument; Canisbay;

333970 976330 ND37NW0001 ND37NW0003 Castle Mestag Castle; Scheduled Monument; Canisbay;

335830 976910 ND37NE0010 ND37NE0001 Burnt Mound, Cairn Hill Burnt Mound; Scheduled Monument; Canisbay;

335280 979120 ND37NE0001 ND37NE0002 Chambered Cairn, Stroma 
Lighthouse

Cairn, chambered; Scheduled Monument; Canisbay;

316550 962450 ND16SE0005 ND16SE0005 Burial cairn, Sinclair's Sithean Burial; Cairn, long; Cist; Scheduled Monument; Bower;

317080 963150 ND16SE0011 ND16SE0011 Chambered Cairn, Stemster Cairn, chambered; Scheduled Monument; Bower;

320780 967310 ND26NW0001 ND26NW0001 Broch, Thurdistoft Broch; Scheduled Monument; Olrig;

321800 969300 ND26NW0004 ND26NW0004 Cairns, Dunnet Cairn; Scheduled Monument; Dunnet;



329030 962550 ND26SE0002 ND26SE0002 Broch, Hill of Works Broch; Human Remains; Scheduled Monument; Bower;

328280 961820 ND26SE0003 ND26SE0003 Ring of Castlehill Castle; Fort; Scheduled Monument; Bower;

323890 961190 ND26SW0001 ND26SW0001 Broch, Halcro Manse Broch; Burial, cemetery; Scheduled Monument; Bower;

326290 969730 ND26NE0002 ND26NE0002 Earl's Cairn Cairn, chambered; 
Pottery;

Scheduled Monument; Dunnet;

333850 958310 ND35NW0004 ND35NW0004 Castle Linglas Broch Bone artefact; Broch; 
Burial, cemetery; Cist, 
long; Horn artefact; 
Pottery; Quernstone; 
Stone artefact; Whorl;

Scheduled Monument; Wick;

332660 954450 ND35SW0010 ND35SW0010 Broch, Green Hill, Reiss Broch; Scheduled Monument; Wick;

338140 966650 ND36NE0001 ND36NE0001 Broch, Ness Broch; Bronze artefact; 
Chain; Ingot, bronze; 
Mould; Settlement; Well;

Scheduled Monument; Canisbay;

337160 969880 ND36NE0015 ND36NE0015 Cairn w cist, Warth Hill Beacon; Cairn; Cist; Scheduled Monument; Canisbay;

325320 973980 ND27SE0006 ND27SE0006 Chapel; Scarfskerry Chapel; Graveyard; Scheduled Monument; Dunnet;

323810 973850 ND27SW0001 ND27SW0001 Chambered Cairn, Ham Cairn, chambered; 
Midden; Quernstone; 
Souterrain;

Scheduled Monument; Dunnet;

327260 958190 ND25NE0002 ND25NE0002 Broch, Gearsay Cairn Broch; Scheduled Monument; Watten;

325660 956990 ND25NE0005 ND25NE0005 Broch, Scottag Broch; Bronze 
ornament; Burial; Cairn; 
Cist, short; Ring;

Scheduled Monument; Watten;

329280 956320 ND25NE0007 ND25NE0007 Chapel, Kirk O'Moss Chapel; Cultivation 
remains; Graveyard; 
Shieling Huts;

Scheduled Monument; Wick;

322710 956790 ND25NW0001 ND25NW0001 Chambered cairn, Oslie Cairn, chambered; Scheduled Monument; Watten;

321600 958970 ND25NW0016 ND25NW0016 Henge? Nipster Henge?; Scheduled Monument; Bower;

323040 956620 ND25NW0003 ND25NW0003 Broch, Grey Cairn Broch; Burial; Scheduled Monument; Watten;



323300 957400 ND25NW0005 ND25NW0005 Cairn, Lynegar House Cairn; Scheduled Monument; Watten;

326950 954720 ND25SE0010 ND25SE0010 Chambered Cairn, Bylbster 
Bridge

Cairn, chambered; Scheduled Monument; Wick;

328290 953810 ND25SE0011 ND25SE0011 Standing Stone, North 
Bylbster

Standing stone; Scheduled Monument; Wick;

324310 960170 ND26SW0002 ND26SW0002 Cairn of Heathercow Burial; Cairn, 
chambered; Pottery;

Scheduled Monument; Bower;

322256 961749 ND26SW0003 ND26SW0003 Cairn, Stone Lud Burial; Cairn; Standing 
stone;

Scheduled Monument; Bower;

323300 964720 ND26SW0006 ND26SW0006 Chambered cairn, Earney 
Hillock

Cairn, chambered; Scheduled Monument; Bower;

334080 976050 ND37NW0006 ND37NW0000 Girnieclett Cairn; Fort?; Scheduled Monument; Canisbay;

333470 963350 ND36SW0007 ND36SW0007 Greenhill of Clayton Amber artefact; Bead; 
Bone artefact; Glass 
artefact; Homestead; Jet 
artefact; Pin; Ring; 
Steatite artefact; Wag; 
Whorl;

Scheduled Monument; 
SSSI;

Wick;

Table 2. Photographic Register

Digital 
Image

Description View

1 Quarry, Site 26 NW

2-3 Site of rig and furrow, Site 33 NW

4 Sheepfold, Site 13 NE

5-6 Field boundary, Site 42 SE

7-8 Site 6, Hollandmey, N & E ranges S



9 Site 37: site of rig and furrow at Hollandmey S

10-11 Generals of Sites 42 and 11 N

12 Site 42, junction of slabs with boundary wall S

13 Site 11 N

14 Site 11 NW

15 Site 3 N

16 General view from Site 3, progressively SE to SW SE

17 General view from Site 3, progressively SE to SW E

18 General view from Site 3, progressively SE to SW NE

19-20 General view from Site 3, progressively SE to SW N

21-22 General view from Site 3, progressively SE to SW NW

23-24 General view from Site 3, progressively SE to SW W

25 General view from Site 3, progressively SE to SW SW

26 Quarry, Site 27 N

27 General over Site 14 N

28 Hazelbrake, Site 12 W

29 Hazelbrake, Site 12, quarry and slab boundary NW

30 Hazelbrake, Site 12 N

31 Possible well, Site 20 N

32 Sheilton, Site 19, general NE

33 Sheilton, Site 19, general N?

34 General view over Site 21, enclosure not visible E

35 General of Site 4, building platform? N

36 Site 43, S part of undulating courses of boundary wall W



37 Site 8,  southern and middle openings of former Sheep Dip W

38 Site 8, general of all three openings of former Sheep Dip W

39 Site 8, general of all three openings of former Sheep Dip W

40 Site 43, N part of undulating courses of boundary wall W

41 Sheepfold, Site 15 W

42 Undulating track over former Rig and furrow, Site 41 E

43-44 Crackersfield, Site 10: nettle bank N

45 Site 2: Scoolary, broch N

46 Site 7: Scoolary, west farmstead E

47 Site 7: Scoolary, west farmstead NW

48-49 Site 7: Scoolary, west farmstead, interior N

50 Site 7: Scoolary, west farmstead, rubble of N range SW

51 Site 7: Scoolary, west farmstead, rubble of E range NW

52 Site 8: Scoolary, rubble in quarry pit SW

53-54 Site 9: Scoolary, east farmstead, interior of Building 1, N 
room

N

55 Site 9: Scoolary, east farmstead, general of Building 1 NW

56 Site 9: Scoolary, east farmstead, general of Buildings 1 & 2 NW

57 Site 9: Scoolary, east farmstead, general of Buildings 1 & 2 S

58 Site 9: Scoolary, east farmstead, detail of ‘DM’ stone, 
Building 2

N

59 Site 9: Scoolary, east farmstead, detail of ‘1867’ stone, 
Building 2

W

60-61 Site 9: Scoolary: east farmstead, detail of date stone, 
Building 2

NW



62 Site 1: Toftranald, Mound C, with Mound E in background 
and enclosure

NW

63 Site 1: Toftranald, Mound E N

64 Site 1: Toftranald, SE corner of banked enclosure NW

65 Site 1: Toftranald, square grassy depression in Mound D NW

66 Site 1: Toftranald, detail of stone on edge on Mound A N

67 Site 1: Toftranald, Mound A N

68-69 Site 1: Toftranald, Mound B, with Mound A in background NW

70 Site 1, Toftranald, grassy area to N of Mounds A-E NW
















